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Why are we talking about 
cybersecurity?

Disclaimer: Images and information has been taken from various resources of the web







 Kevin David Mitnick arrested in 1995 and five years in
prison for various computer and communications-related
crimes. Now a American computer security consultant,
author, and convicted hacker.

 Vladimir Leonidovitch Levin is a Russian individual famed
for his involvement in the attempt to fraudulently transfer
USD 10.7 million via Citibank's computers

 Gary McKinnon a Scottish systems administrator
and hacker who was accused in 2002 of perpetrating the
biggest military computer hack of all time.



 'Denial of Service' (DOS)1 attack on some of 
the popular e-commerce sites in 1999, caught 
national attentions.

 Attack resulted in people using transportation 
for free on 27-11-2016
 < 2000 devices were compromised

 “You Hacked, ALL Data Encrypted. Contact 
For Key(cryptom28@yandex.com)ID:681, 
Enter”. 

 Ransom of 100 Bitcoin ($70000) 

mailto:Key(cryptom28@yandex.com)ID:681,


Case 1: Internet Under Siege
 February 7 - 9, 2000

Yahoo!, Amazon, Buy.com, CNN.com, eBay, E*Trade, ZDNet websites hit with 
massive DOS

 Attacks received the attention of president Clinton and Attorney 
General Janet Reno.

 “A 15-year-old kid could launch these attacks, it doesn’t 
take a great deal of sophistication to do” 
– Ron Dick, Director NIPC, February 9

 U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) officials have estimated 
the attacks caused $1.7 billion in damage



Case 2: Slammer Worm
 January 2003

Infects 90% of vulnerable computers within 10 minutes
 Effect of the Worm

- Interference with elections
- Cancelled airline flights
- 911 emergency systems affected in Seattle
- 13,000 Bank of America ATMs failed

 No malicious payload!
 Estimated ~$1 Billion in productivity loss



Case 3: WorldCom
 July 2002

WorldCom declares bankruptcy
 Problem

WorldCom carries 13% - 50% of global internet traffic.  About 
40% of Internet traffic uses WorldCom’s network at some point

 October 2002
Outage affecting only 20% of WorldCom users snarls traffic 
around the globe

 Congressional Hearings
Congress considers, but rejects, extension of FCC regulatory 
powers to prevent WorldCom shutdown

Vulnerabilities are not just technical



Case 4: September 11
 Wireless Tower on Top of Trade Center Destroyed
 AT&T has record call volumes
 “Flash” usage severely limits availability
 Rescue efforts hampered

Physical Vulnerability!

Legitimate Usage!









Cybercrime Top Targets



Case 5: It’s a Jungle Out There
 The Internet is highly, globally connected

 Viruses/worms are legion on the Internet and continue to 
scan for vulnerable hosts

 Hackers scan looking for easy targets to attack



Increasing Dependence
We are increasingly dependent on the Internet:

Directly
 Communication (Email, IM, VoIP)
 Commerce (business, banking, e-commerce, etc)
 Control systems (public utilities, etc)
 Information and entertainment
 Sensitive data stored on the Internet

Indirectly
 Biz, Edu, Gov have permanently replaced 

physical/manual processes with Internet-based 
processes



Security Not A Priority
Other design priorities often trump security:

Cost
Speed

Convenience
Open Architecture

Backwards Compatibility



Cybersecurity Roadblocks
 No metrics to measure (in)security

 Internet is inherently international

 Private sector owns most of the infrastructure

 “Cybersecurity Gap”: a cost/incentive 
disconnect?
 Businesses will pay to meet business imperatives
 Who’s going to pay to meet national security imperatives?



An Achilles Heel?
This level of dependence makes the Internet a target for 

asymmetric attack

Cyberwarfare
Cyberterrorism

Cyberhooliganism*

and a weak spot for accidents and failures

* Coined by Bruce Schneier, Counterpane



The Challenge
A solution to this problem will require both the right technology

and the right public policy.

This is the cybersecurity challenge.









One way to think about it
cybersecurity = availability, integrity and secrecy of 

information systems and networks in the face of attacks, 
accidents and failures with the goal of protecting operations 
and assets 

(Still a work in progress.)



In Context
corporate cybersecurity = availability, integrity and 

secrecy of information systems and networks in the face 
of attacks, accidents and failures with the goal of 
protecting a corporation’s operations and assets 

national cybersecurity = availability, integrity and 
secrecy of the information systems and networks in the 
face of attacks, accidents and failures with the goal of 
protecting a nation’s operations and assets 





Attack Life cycle





Security protocols





Challenges

 A number of trends illustrate why security is becoming 
increasingly difficult:
 Speed of attacks
 Sophistication of attacks
 Faster detection of weaknesses
Distributed attacks
Difficulties of patching





























Top 10 Malware February 2020
 Top 10 Malware composition is very consistent with January 

2020 with the exception of Ursnif.
 Nemucod remained, for the second month in a row, in the 

Top 10 despite remaining relatively quiet since 2017. 
 This is likely to a lack of activity associated with more 

prominent malwares regularly seen on the list. 
 Overall, the Top 10 Malware variants comprised 51% of Total 

Malware activity in February, down slightly from 53% in 
January.

 ZeuS and its variants continue to drive the number of 
infections to start out the new year.







 Dropped – Malware delivered by other malware already on the 
system, an exploit kit, infected third-party software, or manually by a 
cyber threat actor.

 Multiple – Refers to malware that currently favors at least two 
vectors.

 Malspam – Unsolicited emails, which either direct users to 
download malware from malicious websites or trick the user into 
opening malware through an attachment.

 Network – Malware introduced through the abuse of legitimate 
network protocols or tools, such as SMB or remote PowerShell.



 ZeuS is a modular banking trojan which uses keystroke logging to compromise victim 
credentials when the user visits a banking website. Since the release of the ZeuS source code in 
2011, many other malware variants have adopted parts of it’s codebase, which means that events 
classified as ZeuS may actually be other malware using parts of the ZeuS code.

 Cerber is an evasive ransomware that is capable of encrypting files in offline mode and is known 
for fully renaming files and appending them with a random extension. There are currently six 
versions of Cerber, which evolved specifically to evade detection by machine learning algorithms. 
Currently, version 1 is the only version of Cerber for which a decryptor tool is available.

 NanoCore is a Remote Access Trojan (RAT) spread via malspam as a malicious Excel XLS 
spreadsheet. As a RAT, NanoCore can accept commands to download and execute files, visit 
websites, and add registry keys for persistence.

 Dridex is a banking trojan that uses malicious macros in Microsoft Office with either malicious 
embedded links or attachments. Dridex is disseminated via malspam campaigns.

 CryptoWall is a ransomware commonly distributed through malspam with malicious ZIP 
attachments, Java Vulnerabilities, and malicious advertisements. Upon successful infection, 
CryptoWall will scan the system for drive letters, network shares, and removable drives. 
CryptoWall runs on both 32-bit and 64-bit systems.



 Kovter is a fileless click fraud malware and a downloader that evades detection by 
hiding in registry keys. Reporting indicates that Kovter can have backdoor capabilities 
and uses hooks within certain APIs for persistence.

 CoinMiner is a cryptocurrency miner that uses Windows Management Instrumentation 
(WMI) and EternalBlue to spread across a network. CoinMiner uses the WMI Standard 
Event Consumer scripting to execute scripts for persistence. CoinMiner spreads through 
malspam or is dropped by other malware.

 Gh0st is a RAT used to control infected endpoints. Gh0st is dropped by other malware 
to create a backdoor into a device that allows an attacker to fully control the infected 
device.

 Nemucod is a trojan that downloads additional malware onto an infected system. It is 
primarily spread via malspam and is known to drop ransomware such as Teslacrypt.

 Ursnif, and its variant Dreambot, are banking trojans known for weaponizing
documents. Ursnif recently upgraded its web injection attacks to include TLS callbacks in 
order to obfuscate against anti-malware software. Ursnif collects victim information 
from login pages and web forms



Objectives of Security
 Security modules should be flexible and extendable and able to 

recover from possible attacks.
 Communication that takes place across the network must be free from 

attacks like eaves dropping, modification DOS etc.
 The architecture that is flexible and loosely coupled should be robust 

from attacks 
 Architecture must able to recover from possible attacks
 Different architectures follow different security policies that are to be 

supported by the architecture.
 The basic services like authentication, confidentiality, trust, integrity 

etc are to be made available.
 According to the requirements of the user different levels of security 

has to be provided



Security Requirements
 Confidentiality
 Integrity
 Privacy
 Non-Repudiation
 ID Management
 Access Control
 Detection
 Recovery
 Security Management
 Authentication



Architecture-Approaches

 Clean State Approach--- Design from scratch
 Evolutionary Approach--- Search line by line and modify the 

protocol
 Re-engineering – ADD Extensions



RBA: Role Based Architecture
 It follows heap instead of stack as followed by TCP/IP for the 

flow of information.
 Encryption and authentication are treated as one Role. 
 Encapsulations reserved and has a special building block 

which takes care of forwarding and packet processing.





ANA: Autonomic Network Architecture
 Separation of mechanics from networking logic and it is an 

example of network meta architecture.
 It extracts and refracts core networking concepts to support 

heterogeneous addressing and naming of network nodes and 
networks

 system has got evolvability and dynamic reconfiguration capability





RNA: Recursive Network Architecture
 This is a new approach developed based on the combination 

of the above mentioned two methods
 Uses dynamic service composition, cleaner cross-layer 

interaction, and the impact of layers of architecture



GENI: Global Environment for Network 
Innovations /FIND: Future Internet 
Design
 One of the major project of the US National Science 

Foundation is GENI
 Aiming to design, development and implementation of a

realistic, large scale, open experimental facility for the
evaluation of new network architectures, services and
applications.



PONA: Policy Oriented Naming 
Architecture
 It envisions the next generation Internet to be dynamic,

secure, heterogeneous, flexible to support innovations and
implementation of policies at the end and core of the system

 This architecture uses advanced mechanisms of security like 
biometrics, larger key size, tokens 



SONATE: Service Oriented Network 
Architecture



RINA: Recursive Inter Network 
Architecture
 It is secure and resistant to the attacks like port scanning, 

data transfer and connection opening. 
 It focused on developing the security modules for access

control, data transfer etc. to overcome the vulnerabilities.
 It decouples various functions of security like authentication,

confidentiality and integrity



ChoiceNet
 The three principles of the architecture for performing the 

functionalities are Encourage alternatives, Vote with your 
wallet and Know what happened

 Other Architectures are AKARAI, Future Internet 
Assembly (FIA) of the European Union, Future Internet 
Design (FIND), NetSE & GENI of the United States, 
Future Internet Forum (FIF) of Korea



The Internet is Hard to Secure
 Extreme complexity, minimal understanding

 High global connectivity

 Weak attribution (who’s doing what?)

 Hard to tell malicious uses from legitimate ones



THANK  YOU


